MINUTES OF MEETING –

Construction Reference Group (CRG)
Armadale Road to North Lake Road Bridge
Meeting 3

Date:

Wednesday 19 February 2020

Time:

Distribution:

All CRG members and meeting visitors and guests

18:00-20:00

Location:

Cockburn Library Community Room (level1), 11 Wentworth Parade Success

Deputy Mayor, Cr Lara Kirkwood, City of Cockburn

Jadranka Kiurski, City of Cockburn

Kellie Stuart, Atwell Residents Association

Lexi McAuliffe, Cockburn Gateway Shopping Centre

Ian Thurston, Banjup Residents Group

Rob Grieve, Jandakot Resident

Kurtis Scott, Leap Start Early Learning Centre

Carmel Luck, Community & Stakeholder Engagement Manager, AAA

Ilario Spagnolo, Project Director, Main Roads

Paul Stuchbury, Interface Manager, AAA

Chris Rickard, Project Communications Lead, Main Roads

Anthony Deurloo, Alliance Director, AAA

Amanda Inman, Aboriginal Participation Coordinator, AAA

Ewan Gee, Construction Manager, AAA

Samarah Brown, Community and Stakeholder Engagement Officer , AAA

Linton Pike (Facilitator), Estill and Associates Pty Ltd

Attendees:

Guests:

Apologies:

Seantelle Walsh, Kardy Creations

Greg Parsons, Beeliar Regional Chamber of Commerce

Stephen Doherty, Atwell Primary School

Gerard King, Atwell Resident

Andrew Pierce, local resident

Andrew Round, Cockburn Central Resident

Tim De Beaux, Success Resident

Tim Boden

David Brennan, Jandakot Residents and Ratepayers Association

Tarun Dewun, Lions Club of Atwell, Atwell College P&C

Randal Humich, Jandakot Home Centre

Yaz Mubarakai MLA, Member for Jandakot

Tony Mangano, Business Owner

John Symington, Jandakot Home Centre

Raj Paul, Treeby Community Association

Nathan Maas, Planning Solutions

Donovan Regel, Atwell Resident
Deborah Regel, Atwell Resident
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1

WELCOME AND MEETING PURPOSE
Linton Pike provided an acknowledgement of country and welcomed CRG members to the workshop, outlined the workshop process and explained that the workshop will:
•
Provide a project update;
•
Present information on the Aboriginal engagement and Artwork;
•
Provide a noise wall update;
•
Identify and discuss community opportunities and issues associated with the project.
A list of workshop participants is provided above and workshop agenda is provided at Attachment One. Linton thanked all members of the CRG for taking the time to
participate in the group.

2

PREVIOUS MEETING
The following changes were requested:

Please record Ian Thurston as a representative of Banjup Residents Group.
ACTIONS ARISING FROM THE PREVIOUS MEETING
Q: Will there be any local employment opportunities for nearby people or businesses?
A: Anthony Deurloo explained that:





We are still at the early stage of planning with no exact numbers yet;
We measure opportunities by the number of inductions provided with 1,500 inductions forecast for employees and sub-contractors;
Local people and business are included in that forecast;
Most works are sub-contracted and tendered as per the usual commercial processes and as such, it is difficult to define ’local”, although we hope to see lots of
local involvement naturally;

How many man years does this equate to? This is not known but it is around 1M man hours or thereabouts.
Q: What is the extent of the boundary and noise treatment along Berrigan Drive?
A: This question will be answered during the noise wall update to be provided at this meeting by Paul Stuchbury.
Q: Can the latest version of the project animation be uploaded onto the website?
A: Yes, however some scope elements are not accurate and need to be updated. It is likely to be done in a few weeks as the scope is finalised.
Q: Can we arrange for some project information to be made available for a static display at Cockburn Gateway Shopping Centre?
A: AAA is working on appropriate artwork for banners and other materials to be available at the centre, possibly around April 2020, although no specific date set.
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3

DESIGN UPDATE
Anthony Deurloo provided a construction update noting that:
The design is progressing well with all design elements progresses to at least 85%.

4

EARLY WORKS / CONSTRUCTION UPDATE
Ewan Gee explained the project works program using the diagram below as requested at the previous CRG meeting.

The planned early traffic switches to enable construction to progress are shown on the following pages.
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Traffic switch #1

Traffic Switch #1 + 2A

Traffic Switch 2A
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A number of questions were raised after the traffic switch information was provided.
There are two Primary Schools and other business destinations in the area generating significant traffic flows. Will the roundabout be able to cater for the volume
Q
and flows that will result without creating congestion?
We prepare traffic modelling to assess the performance of the different solutions. The modelling shows that a roundabout works well in this setting. We also
benefit from our learnings in other projects and we monitor resultant traffic flows during construction and respond as required. Traffic lights may be installed for
A
peak flow periods if necessary, to ensure all legs of the roundabout are flowing freely. This would be similar to the Point Lewis roundabout near the Narrows
Bridge.
Q Will Freshwater Drive continue to provide access in all directions during construction?
A Freshwater Drive become left in, left out and right in as part of these works but will be left in its current configuration for some time yet.
Q How will the proposed bus stop changes be communicated with bus users?
A PTA and the Alliance will collaborate to ensure good communications results.

5

ABORIGINAL ENGAGEMENT AND PARTICIPATION
Amanda Inman provide an update of Aboriginal engagement and participation outcomes explaining that.

There are many opportunities as shown in the diagram to the right;

In the early design phase these opportunities include:

Cultural heritage monitoring: The Cultural heritage Survey carried out in 2017 found that the
Wadjuk WC2011/009 Native Title Claim Group representatives requested Aboriginal
Archaeological Monitors be present during ground disturbing works, we are currently
contracting a local Aboriginal Business to provide this service.

We are have engaged two emerging, Noongar artists who live in the local area to provide us
with some digital artwork do be used as part of the project’s Public Art and Urban
design. The artwork will be used at the roundabouts, the underpasses and the screen wall.

Procurement: Of services potentially including:

Traffic Management

Flora Fauna Survey

Heritage survey

Earthworks (a range/combination of wet and dry hire)

Trades

Labour Hire

Waste management

Stationary Supply

Pre-employment Medicals
A thorough selection process was applied to select the pubilc artists for the project. The process identified:

Key areas identified for Public Art;

Client requirements for Public Art were reviewed and discussed (e.g. digital);

Desktop research, SWALSC, FORM, UWA and LGAs:

Shortlisting, discussions and meetings held with 5 artists

Two artists were selected as a result:

The job was de-scoped into two parts

Two underpasses, visual screens; and

Roundabouts.
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6

PUBLIC ARTWORK
Amanda Inman explained that the original artwork design was completed by Rohin Kickett of Dushong Art. The Alliance then interpreted the design into constructable
artwork design.
Amanda Inman then explained the artwork in more detail noting that:


The urban aesthetic and public art design themes came from the landscape strata and ground surface themes and wetland forms of the area as shown below.

The artistic conept for the roundabout is shown below, as well as the construction interpretation as follows.

An artistic interpretation of the artist’s design is shown below.

A number of questions resulted as follows:
Q
A
Q
A
19 February 2020

What form will the roundabout take – soft or hard surfaces?
Mostly hard surfaces comprising coloured and bonded aggregate.
Can the middle of the roundabout be accessed by pedestrians to view the artwork?
It’s not feasible to provide a crossing point, however, an explanatory plaque may be installed on the section of shared path close to the roundabout.
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Seantelle Walsh of Kardy Creations then explained her artwork.
The underpass west of the Kwinana Freeway design reflects the six Aboriginal seasons and is shown as a conceptual render below.

The artwork for the Armadale Road underpass is shown below.

Underpass ceiling design.

Underpass side wall design.
An artistic interpretaton of the completed underpass is shown below.
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The Armadale Road / Tapper Road bridge screen wall panel design is shown below.

Armadale Road / Tapper Road Bridge screen panel design is shown below

A number of questions resulted as follows:
Q

How is graffiti managed?
The surfaces of public-facing walls and screeens are anti-graffiti coated and clean quite well. Experience also shows that surfaces that have artwork are less likely
to have graffiti over them than plain surfaces.
What is the story behind the Armadale Road underpass artwork?
It reflects the Aborginal Emu constellation and the walls show the six seasons and 16 camp sites known to the area.
Are the screen walls printed?
They are metal laser cut.

A
Q
A
Q
A

CRG members were invited to provide feedback on the artwork and commented as follows:


CRG members are very supportive of the artwork shown;



The artwork looks great;



The colours and effects are amazing;



It this can emulate the artwork used near Perth airport for the Gateway Project it will be fantastic.
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7

NOISE WALLS
Paul Stuchbury explained the extent of the Armadale Road noise walls using the image below.

The design of the noise walls shown below:

An artistic impression of the from Armadale Road westbound near Tylee Cove and from within Tylee Cove in Atwell is shown below.
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Noise wall engagement:
22 homes along Armadale Road will have a noise wall installed adjacent to the current estate wall.
Property owners have received a noise wall information pack which contains:
o Noise wall letter
o Noise wall fact sheet
o Indicative noise wall images
o Noise wall colour preference form
Noise wall information sessions were held in Atwell to provide additional information
A sample of frosted, tinted acrylic material and visual aids from the information sessions were circulated to CRG
members.
The extent of the Berrigan Drive noise walls is shown to the right.
The red line shows where acrylic extensions to the existing walls are proposed.
The blue line shows the location of proposed new Queenslander style noise wall.
A number of questions resulted as follows:
Q
A
Q
A
Q
A
Q
A

What are the wall heights?
Wall heights vary between 3m and 4m with frosted acrilic used at the top of the taller walls.
Where will acrylic be used?
At heights above 3m.
When will the noise walls be built?
We are planning to complete noise wall installation by mid-2020.
Will the Queenslander walls be revegetated after construction?
Some revegetation will be done as shown in the Landscaping Plans shown previously.

A number of questions resulted as follows:
Q
A
Q
A
Q
A
Q
A
Q
A
Q
A
Q
A
Q
A
8

What is the offset distance between the existing wall and the Queenslander wall?
It will reflect site conditions but usually between 300mm and 500mm.
Why is there a gap at the bottom? Why not take the new noise wall to ground level? Feedback from other similar sites is that it looks like the project has run out of
money.
The Queenslander style noise walls provide ample room when maintenace may be required.
Banjup residents are disappointed at the loss of remnant vegetation. Will it be replaced?
There will be revegtation work as part of this project. The revegetation work include mulch and native plants.
Will landowners have input to the noise wall colour selection on the housing side?
Yes, with a choice of three colours with house by house consultation planned.
Is the colour shown in the image from Tylee Cove ‘Merino’ colour?
Yes.
How many of the 22 affected home owners met with you?
We have met 10 owners. We have spoken with most of the rest and will still be seeking to meet with them. There was also a recent sale in Tylee Cove. Further
engagement is planned for other affected residents in the coming weeks.
What has been the colour consensus?
Merino has proven popular so far.
What road surfacing will be used along Armadale Road for this project?
Armadale Road will be asphalted.

COMMUNITY AND STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
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Carmel Luck provided a summary of stakeholder and community engagement activity as follows:
Since November, we have communicated:

In-person for property-specific accommodation works

Via letterbox drop with notifications about night works (~660 households)

Via email with weekly traffic update to database (1,266 subscribers)

Via direct mail:
o Property condition survey reminder (~300 properties)
o Noise walls (22 properties)
Upcoming stakeholder engagement includes:

Property-specific accommodation works

Continuation of noise wall engagement

Traffic Switch #1

Pedestrian and cyclist detours

Bus stop relocations

Construction impacts

Traffic impacts
Carmel asked CRG members to encurage their friends and colleagues to suscribe to received project information. Lara asked if a request can be sent to her for inclusion in
the Cockburn Chat. Carmel will provide a request and infrmation for inclusion in Cockburn Chat via Lara.
ACTION: Carmel
A number of questions resulted as follows:
Q
A
Q
A

Please contact the City of Cockburn’s Customer Service Centre via Ashlin or Sophie prior to making information public,
AAA is liaising closely with the City of Cockburn’s Customer Service team and will continue to do so as the project progresses.
What traffic diversions will be required?
Diversions will be required on Solomon Road, Tapper Road, traffic switches, weekend work, night works and other tasks as required.

ACTION: Carmel

A number of questions resulted as follows:
Q
A
Q
A
9

Will the team please consult with this CRG when planning project related detours to take a more holistic view and provide more than a few days’ notice?
While we will look to involve the CRG where possible, detour planning requires input from various statutory stakeholders, including the Local Government
Authority, emergency service providers and the Main Roads Network Operations Department.
We will provide advance notice about forthcoming traffic interruptions within the weekly traffic update which is distributed to Project subscribers. ACTION: Carmel
The City of Cockburn is available to help issues and concerns surrounding temporary detours and traffic management on request.
Thank you.

OTHER BUSINESS - CRG MEMBER COMMENT
CRG members provided comment as noted below.

Rob Grieve

Is it possible to use squawkers for Armadale Road switches requiring night works please?
Answer:
Yes, we will.
Can gawk screens be erected to avoid driver distractions?
Answer:
It is not always possible but where practical and possible we will. Gawk screens can be unsafe if used in the wrong place.
Will the relocated bus stops see buses pull into bays or remain in the through lane?
Answer:
Buses will stop in the through lane for drop-offs and pick-ups.
Please make merges as long as possible to provide good and safe merge opportunities.
Answer:
There are set limits and design standards that we design too. If we don’t, there will be good reason.

Kellie Stuart

I have nothing further to add thanks
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Kurtis Scott
Lara Kirkwood

Jadranka
Kiurski

9

I have nothing further to add thanks.
Weekly updates are good but would be even better if extended to be a two-week look ahead to flag traffic changes.
VMS is a welcome inclusion to provide traffic information and information on planned closures with a sound level of certainty.
Signage doesn’t say who is doing the closure and it would be good to identify the initiator.
There is a traffic switch planned for June. Is there other major traffic change to consider rather than look at issues in isolation?
Answer:
Some car park works to be done before June. We will show other staged works packages and timing. More co-ordination is needed for this and other
concurrent works in the area and allowing for programming changes. Knock Place won’t close until Verde is open. Traffic staging updates will be
provided to all CRG members
ACTION: Paul and Ewan

Lexi

Please provide more notice of planned traffic switches and closures with recent experience for closure of Solomon Road closure.

Ian Thurston

The project media release says the project is due for completion late 2021. Is that for all works or most works under traffic management?
Answer:
It means we are aiming to have the project fully completed and open with no temporary traffic management in place. The reality may be that we need to
complete some minor works e.g. landscaping. We set targets and want it done as quickly as possible. Weather and other factors have an impact on
construction, although we will attempt to open as much of the roadworks as soon as possible.
Will Armadale Road be asphalted west of Ghostgum Avenue?
Answer:
Yes, using dense graded asphalt when complete. Chip seal may be used for temporary works.
Can future newsletters please include these messages?
Answer:
We go with the best available, most timely information we have and will continue to provide these messages in a timely way.
A media statements identified the project budget at $134M on 3 July 2019 and then $237M by December 2019. Why has it escalated?
Answer:
One is the contract value. The other is the total project budget which includes earlier work such as land acquisition, the Collector Distributor road on
Kwinana Northbound and Project Development costs.
By my calculations 1,500 jobs and 1M hours equates to around 500-man years of work. At 10% Aboriginal employment that equates to 150 jobs and 50man years as a good outcome. How is it measured?
Answer:
Not all jobs are full time and there is high turnover to make sure we changing skill profile is met. We report on the employment data that results with an
audit process to agreed KRA’s.
Can we include actual measurements in 3 months’ time?
Answer:
Yes
ACTION: Amanda and Ewan
What constitutes an Aboriginal business?
Answer:
Agreed MR definitions and reference points e.g. Supply Nation with due diligence to verify Aboriginal ownership and participation. It is a great target and
we will provide more information as we go.

NEXT STEPS
Topics suggested for discussion at a future CRG:

Berrigan Drive Noise wall extent and wall elevations;

Effect of parking for railway station – it seems like it is a good news story;

Pedestrian access along Armadale Road to the train station from Atwell.
Next steps include:

Next meeting - likely to be early to mid-May 2020, date is to be confirmed.

Review Reference Group membership and update it please. CoC seeing the same thing many times in different forums and we need more local resident
involvement.
The workshop closed at 8:05pm
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ATTACHMENT ONE
MEETING AGENDA
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